
 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
  

 
 

2 1 a manifesto for spatial practices 
at central saint martins 

We see the 
production of 
space as funda-
mentally social 
and political 
3 
We use our 
name to rethink 
our profession,
imagining roles beyond
disciplinary limits,
and actively engaging 4in our art school 
setting 
5 
We provide
flexible, 
alternative 
pathWays
for study
encouraging
diverse careers 
and innovative 
future practices 

We support
not only the
development

of radical 
ideas, but also 

the radical 
potential of

making and
building 

We engage
creatively With

the reality
of the city

around us, and 
its legislative

and economic 
constraints 

by undertaking
live projects

that have 
agency 



 

   
  

 
 

   
   

  
 

 

 

  
 

  
 

 
  
  

 
 

  
 

 

     
 

 
   

 
 

  
 

  

 
 

 

   
    

  
  
  

 
 

  

 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

   
    

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

  a manifesto for spatial practices 
at central saint martins 

spatial practices 

the contemporary city is subject to ever-increasing fxity and control. 
its physical spaces and places are constrained by regulation and 
the powerful forces of commodifcation, and this rigidity renders 
the city incapable of responding to the social, the temporal, and 
the political aspects of everyday life. spatial practice ofers an 
alternative for spatial education, addressing these dilemmas. our 
critical approach focuses on the production of space, where space 
is a social construction. this shifts the emphasis from space alone, 
to the processes of its creation. We value indeterminacy and fuidity, 
and open up our practice to experimentation, uncertainty, risk and 
surprise. to complement this approach, we embrace the radical 
potential of engaging in the world outside the university. through live 
projects with external communities, agencies and organisations, we 
nurture a constant negotiation between complicity and resistance; 
a negotiation between the physical necessities of production, versus 
the temporal acts of social and political agency. 

in our art school environment, richly endowed with workshops, 
and specialist technicians, our emphasis is on both the critical 
and the cultural but also the practical and organizational arts of 
making, which have powerful potential. the project work of students 
and researchers, whether in the form of physical structures, user 
experiences, design methodologies or critical actions, is always 
underpinned by working within collaborative, multidisciplinary 
teams. running through all of these agendas is the key premise that 
the human environment is alive with agency, and as we shape our 
environment, our environment shapes us. spatial practices develops 
critical and creative practitioners who can design for, and refect 
upon, the human environment as an ever-changing crucible of ideas, 
places, needs and desires. 

our courses: ba architecture (part Ⅰ), ma narrative environments, 
ma architecture: cities and innovation, and m arch architecture 
(part Ⅱ) provide a route from foundation, through undergraduate 
and postgraduate study to doctoral research and professional 
practice. each course has its own character, exploring, in its unique 
way, the human environment as a living network of people, buildings, 
spaces, objects and stories. 

mel dodd 
programme director, spatial practices 

for more information, please visit our website: 
www.arts.ac.uk/csm/courses/our-programmes/ 
 spatial-practices-programme 

graphic design: bandiera, bandiera.co.uk 

faculty 
jeremy till 
mel dodd 
tricia austin 
andreas lang 
alex Warnock-smith 
oscar brito 
gregory ross 
amanda hopkins 
ruth lang 
adrian robinson 
shumi bose 
andrew sides 
bethany shepherd 

people 
alicja borkowska 
giles bruce 
susanne buck 
david chambers 
ursula dimitriou 
matthew duckett 
alberto duman 
ruben everett 
sarah featherstone 
jes fernie 
liza fior 
kevin flude 
ashley fridd 
andrew friend 
adam nathaniel furman 
charlotte grace 
cecilie gravesen 
anna hart 
takeshi hayatsu 
matt haycocks 
nicolas henninger 
geraldine holland 
ingrid hu 
simon jones 
stuart jones 
tom keeley 
julia king 
costandis kizis 
thomas klassnik 
torange khonsari 
andrea lioy 
maria lisorsgakaya 
xavier llarch font 
jon lopez 
stuart mackenzie 
dan marmot 
ciaran malik 
lottie mccarthy 
noel mccauley 
andy merritt 
douglas murphy 
allan parsons 
jona piehl 
adrian robinson 
michelle salamon 
ahay shah 
tony staples 
carlos villanueva brandt 
Woonying Wong 
francesco Zuddas 

ba (hons) architecture 
part Ⅰ 

this course explores design for the human environment 
through the buildings and spaces we inhabit, engaging 
in the technical, material, cultural, social and political 
concerns of the contemporary world. it ofers the frst 
step towards becoming a registered architect yet 
drawing from its critical context in an art and design 
school, remains open to a range of practices. live 
projects, mentorships and industry collaborations 
embedded in the fabric of london enrich the student 
experience through the course of study. 

contact 
alex Warnock-smith, course leader 
a.warnocksmith@csm.arts.ac.uk 
www.arts.ac.uk/csm/courses/undergraduate/ 
ba-architecture 

ma narrative environments 

narrative environments is concerned with the design 
of not only spaces, but experiences and events for 
museums, brand, urban and community environments. 
students work in small multidisciplinary teams to 
tell stories through combining text, image, sound 
and physical space to create original engaging 
and immersive experiences. the course pioneers 
collaborative practice among communication 
designers, curators and architects enabling students, 
who beneft from strong industry links that provide 
live, funded projects, mentors and placements. 

contact 
tricia austin, course leader 
p.austin@csm.arts.ac.uk 
www.arts.ac.uk/csm/courses/postgraduate/ 
ma-narrative-environments 

ma architecture, 
cities & innovation 

this course, in parallel to the professional routes 
of parts Ⅰ & Ⅱ, explores the edges of the disciplinary 
boundaries of architecture and urbanism. students 
test design approaches which respond to the 
burgeoning need for contemporary city design to 
focus not only on the traditional ‘hard’ infrastructures 
of buildings, transport and engineering, but also the 
softer infrastructures of social networks, organization 
and human interactions. 

contact 
andreas lang, course leader 
a.lang@csm.arts.ac.uk 
www.arts.ac.uk/csm/courses/postgraduate/ 
ma-architecture-cities-and-innovation 

march architecture 
part Ⅱ 

this course is uniquely positioned at central saint 
martins to draw on the dynamic design thinking 
and making skills from a range of critical art and 
design practices, while directing students along the 
second degree in the professional pathway toward 
registration as an architect—commonly referred to as 
part Ⅱ. 

contact 
andreas lang, course leader 
a.lang@csm.arts.ac.uk 
www.arts.ac.uk/csm/courses/postgraduate/ 
m-arch-architecture 

http://www.arts.ac.uk/csm/courses/undergraduate/ba-architecture/
http://www.arts.ac.uk/csm/courses/undergraduate/ba-architecture/
mailto:p.austin@csm.arts.ac.uk
http://www.arts.ac.uk/csm/courses/postgraduate/ma-narrative-environments/
http://www.arts.ac.uk/csm/courses/postgraduate/ma-narrative-environments/
http://www.arts.ac.uk/csm/courses/postgraduate/m-arch-architecture/
http://www.arts.ac.uk/csm/courses/postgraduate/m-arch-architecture/
http://www.arts.ac.uk/csm/courses/postgraduate/ma-architecture-cities-and-innovation/
http://www.arts.ac.uk/csm/courses/postgraduate/ma-architecture-cities-and-innovation/
mailto:a.lang@csm.arts.ac.uk
https://bandiera.co.uk
www.arts.ac.uk/csm/courses/our-programmes



